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One of t major functions of a.,national demonstration project k to be able

to design edUcational intervention.peocedures that produce a significant impact

on improvement in student performance and subsequently demonstrate that these

techniques.can be generatized to other educational sett.ings with simrlar results.

In order to acComplish the second half of this commitment it is neeessary,to'de-

velop a specific set of inservice training procedure5 that insure other Rfofes-

4*-sionals can learn how to' implement' the educational model'''. Data are submitted to

demonstrate the effectiveness of the classroom model. However, this submission

seeks to validate the inservice tralating procedures utiFized to replicate' the

Teaching Research Clas§roon Model irfrbther settings.

The Teaching ReSearch Infant and Child Center clasSroom

severe)y and profoundly handicapped stOdents of various di-agn

years. Included,ar* students classified as mentally retarde

autistic, emottionally disturbed, and'deaf/blind. One of th

,ciassro5m is to demonstrate the feasibility of non-categor
capped students.

ves moderatelit
ages 8 io-18

.cerebral,palsied,
"Ourposes ofPthe
) education of handi-

The crassroom is formulated on the principle of Ina, dualization of programs

within the context of a comprehensive curriculum etliphasiWing self-help, practical

living, motor, language, and cognitive skill development.' The classroom is certi-.

fled by the Oregon Department of Edtication and is in Wit funded by local school

district's. The4hodel classroom isdesigned.tO serve' 14 Students with- a teacher

and two aides and utilizes voLunteers and parents to assist in the instruction of

the students.

'THE DATA BASED CLASSROOM MODEL. Jhe model, replicated in classrooms through--

out the United States, has tieen described in A ata 'Based Classeoom for Moderately

and Severely Handicapped Children (Fredericks, et a ., 19 The mode utiHkes

two curricuta, the Teachibg Research Curriculum for the Moderate) and Severel

Handicapped (Fredericks, et al., 197 and The Teaching Research Curriculum. or

Addriescents and Adults (Fredericks, el al.; to be publi-hed). Both are based

i747iciplJTOTdevelppmenta117 sequenced mikerialr'and task analysis of

the skills to be learned: Priorit,ies for deterAinrng which -ski,lls will be taught
)

'to students are derived from a pretest that cool/tains item$ selected from the cur-

ricula. The skills to be taught are prioritixid by the parent arCd educational

staff with emphasis on those'skills which williassist the student to function more

effectively in society. $ince inadecrighe 1,0,7guage and motor skills are' the two .
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most visible indicators of a handicapping condition, coricentration is t!Ocused on

these areas. "AfteK specific priorities are established, the student ii placed in

one or more
/

curricular areas -*self-help, motor, language, cognitive, and practi-

cal liminytkills.

-I } Self-help skills include dr'e'ssing, eating, toileting, and personal hygiene
plus more advancea stages of self-care. The motor curriculum includes ,the entire

range of basic motor moveMents,from tone norma.lizatiop and trunk righting,,to

walicing, running, aHd jumping. Fine motor skills"as wel as recreational skirls
swimming, throwing and catching a ball) are inc* . In addition, some

-1staadard phys4cal, education activitieS designed to improve strength ,and stamina

.Qomprlse par't of'She motor program. The language curriculum includes both expres-

2 sive'and receptiVe language. Fer some studentS, total communication, integrating
manue and Qral approaches, is used for language instruction. ,

* ,

-

4. Practical ,Visling Skills include budget and money management, time'telling,
. f0,041.

, re

nsil -,

urstlase rui'preparation, clothing selection and care, sedentary and physical
ationat(attivities, socialization and sex education.

*Wh4 teaching of students' must include the management of their social'behavior.
'appropriate behavior which interferes with the learning process must be eliminated

before effective teaching can occur. Thus, if inappropriate behaviors are exhibited

. 'by a
vs.
tudent, the initial teaching efforts.must rethediate these behaviors.

.4 Because of the severe and profound handicapping condi,tions of many of these
students, individualiied&instruction is emphasized. The model makes a.distinc-.

tion-between individualized programming and individualized instrktion. Basically,
individualized programmkng refers to-placing the student in a curriculum based on
functional ability, while individualized instruction implies a one-to-one teach-

ing reationship. Whea group instruction occUrs, the interactions ar'e designed

for each student's individual rnstructional program. In this bode], group instruc-
,

tion is provided-by the teacher or aide.

:

,

Trained volun'teers assume an important.instructional'role in thi model.

Nearly all of the one-tovne teaching'is Conducted by these volunteers. Before ,

.they are given any instrtactional responsibilities the vplunteers are taught the

proper way to deltver instruction for a peticular educational task and taught to,

record the studenx's correct or incorrect eesponses. The maintenance of the qualtly
of voludteers' instructi-onal sktils is monitored regularly by the teacher. A

volunteer is either rotated among the students:to ebach a specifi subject area or

is assigned to one or two students and conducts programs across a varietV of cur-

ricular areas for thlse student.

A necessary componenr in successfully using volunteers in the instructional
process is the establishment of individual instructional programs for each stu-

dent.. A program prescribes the skill to be taught, the way_in which the materials-

are to be presented and the feedback to be given to the'student. Specific record-

ing procedures to measure student performance on Vach program are prescribpd and

implemented. .If the data show, or the volunteer indicates verbally that the stu-
dent is having difficulty learning a particular program, the teacher attempts the
prescribed instrudtion and determines if alterations are needed in sequencing,
cue presentation,. or feedback procedures. In all cases these educational dec
sions are made by the teacher based on student Performance data ,that have been
collecced.. Thee data provide the iriformation needed'by the teacher to determine
the appropriate instructional level for each of the student's indiVidual programs
for the following day.
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One of the assumptions of the model is that handrcapped students learn in

much the same way as non-handicapped students, only more s owly. Therefore,

these students require-more rather than Jess SChooling wh mpared to 'normal

students. The use of volunteersexpands the amount of instruct' I time' avail-.

able in the classroom. Another attempt to expand the classroom day is to extend

it i-nto the home by teaching parents, foster parents and group home providers

to serve as teachers. Utilizing the same training mefhods used to train volun-

teers, the teathers instruct the home providers.injechniques to teach their

children. Individual instructional programs, chosen by the parent and teacher

to be taught in the home, are coordinated with programsin the school. Teaching

periods in the home vary frofil 10 to 30 minutes daily. Performance data are cor-

lected in the home and sent back to the school_the next day. These data Allow.

the teacher to continue to make timely educational decisions.

The physical facilities for the clas'Sroom at Teaching Research include a
iarge-wOrk area-where children can have free time or where the teacher orvide
can conduct group instruction. In addiSion to the, large area, Ove indiv/dual

instructional areas are provided. These are minimum re4uirements and local ed-
ucational agencies that have adopted the model have had no trpuble in locating

similar facilities.

To date there have been more than 300 teachers trained in this model. The

following iS a brief descriptio f the lnservice Training Model and,data illus-

trating the degree of imp1emenjflon. and 'impact by those who have received train-
.

ing.

' THE INSERV)CE TRAINING MODEL. The Insenvice Tr6ining Model includes'botIi .

demonstration center and follow-up training. The first portion o'f thd-tiwo part

training involves participation in a five 'day training session at the demonstra-

tion center in Monmout11, Oregon. 'This training provides structured practicum

experiences supplemented by small group seminars. 'During 'the fiVe day session

trainees complete nine Objectives which are designed to develop competencies that

will assist in their replication of the model. Criterion levels for evaluation

of .each objective have been specified (see Table 1).

Day one of the training week is devoted to orientation and observation of

the demonstration clAssroom operated by the training staff. This observation

periogi provides the trainee with an opportunity to see'ehe model functioning in
.

its entirety and provides a reference point as the model is dissected during the

remainder of the week.

, (
During days two through'five thltrainees.participate in a four hour prat-

ticum in which they have the opportunity to Perfdrm each of three classroom roles:

teacher, aide and volunt-eer. It should be emphasized that these pratticum exper-
,

iences are highly strpctured and follow p format of: . -
.

4
. .

,

1. Demonstration of ehe task or roletby a staff trainer.
2. Pr6paration for the task or role under the guidance'of a staff trainer.

3. f)erformance of the task, or role brthe trainee.

Formal observatien alirfeedback( to the.trainee on a'frequent basis...

period
The tra
of the o

-41)

r ten minutes out of eaqh 3- s es during the four hour daily practicum

each trainee is formally observ 4 in their interact7ions with children.

nee's performance is.recorded on,-an observation for'm and at the concl-usion

servation his/her teaching perfcIrmance is" reviewed with him/her. In
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addition, each trainee has a practicum in the administration of a placement test
in the curriculum and, a practicum in pinpalinting and baselining an inappropriate

' behavior.-

In the afternoon sessions trainees are taught how to examine and analyze the

data collected on individual prescriptive programs arid how to make educational

decisions for each Child's program for the following day. Small group seMinars,

each emphasizing a component Of the model, are also presented each'afternoon:
Finally, the trainees prepare for the practicum experiences of the next day.

'The second portion of the training program at the Teachine Research Infant

and Chjld Center involves follow-up visits conducted at the trainee's own site.

These visits are made by the same staff that conducted the training sesqlons al,

Teaching Research. Follow-up visits' are scheduled.eight to twelve weeks after .

the completion of the one week training session and again at 24 to 28 weeks after

training. -These follow-up visits are designed to measure maintenance of speci.fiC

. skills acquired during the training session; implementation of components of the

Data Based Classroom Model that had been presented, and to provide assistdnce with
any difficulties the trainees might have in the application of methods and"materials

learned during the five day trainin), session.

For the purposps pf rriasu'ring the degree of implementation of the Data Based

Classroom Model, ten separate components have been defined. Each component has

been carefully described on a rating'sheet that includes how the observations are

to be made, how the data'are to be recorded and cc,iterion levdis. _The ten corn-
,

ponents are:

1. Delivery of appropriate-cues and consequences.
2. ssessment of student skill level.
3. Development of individualized program for each student.1

4. Use of volunteers to conduct individualized instruction:
5. Use of aide to conduct group instruction.
6. Use of stimulation vrograms.
7. Use'bf toilet training program.
8. Development or behavior intervention program.
9. Use of system to monitor malntenance of acquirel skills.

10. Conduct of home progr8ms.

VI. Evidehce of Effectiveness:

in order4P'to demonstrate the effectiveness of this model, it was;necessary 6
-establish the following: (A) that t#e model could be taught to otherS-, (B) that '

teachers who were trained, could implement the major fitures of the model; and,

(C) rthat this implementation would result in improved tudent performance. Evi-

dence of effectiveness is presented in each of these three areas.

.A., Teaching the mOdel lo others. To de nsCrate that the model can be taught

to eduCators, the 94,4ndividuals/trained between the period of June 1, 1978 to May

30, 1979 were selected for study. During the five day training period, the number
and percprit of.those achLevInTcriterion in each of the nine training'objectives

atie shown in,Table I. One thousand six hundred and fifty-one or 98 percent of

ehe attempted,f,686 objectives were completed by trainees at specified criterion,

levels.,1 Therefore, at the completion of the l'raining week nearly every trainee

was able to .depionttrate that he/she could successfully perform the 'activities

thought"to.be necessary to.replicate this model.

t

V.



Table 1. Number and percent of trainees'achieving
criterion in each of nine training objectiges

Number Objectives Criterion

NuTber
Trainees

Participating*

. .

Achieved Criteria
N-

1 . Pre/Posttest on Be- 92% Correct 93

havioral Terminology

2 Study Questions Pertain- 85% Correct
ing to Reading Material

3 , Delivery of Approp'riate 90% Correct
Cues, Consequences and
Data as Volunteer

Completion of Updating 83%*Co1rect 89

Exercise

Completion of Placement 80% Correct

Identify Appropriate 100% Correct

Program
- Clipboard Exerci,se . 80% Correct

Design of Behavior Pro- 80% Correct

gram

7 ' Delivery of Cues and 85% Correct
Consequences as Aide

Conduct& Stimulation 80% Correct

Program

Agreement Between Raters 85%.' Correct

$ Using TR Observation Form

90

94

On task in teacher role 80% App. TiMe

and completion'of re- 60% On Task

quired activities as 80% Checklist

qeacher

8 9

89

89

90

Cues:

Consequences:
Data:

"

90 Cues:

Consequences:
88

83 Cues:

Consequences:
Data:

86 Approp. Time:
85 On Task:
85 Checklist:.

90

90

91

91 .

, 97

100

92^ 98

87 98

88 99'
88 99

87 98

89 99 '

87- 97
87 97

88 100

98

96 ,

95

100

99
100

*,Aldes are not'requi.red to complete.-ell objectives.

tot

B. Tea0ers ability to implement te model,. During the same period of June

1, 1978 toMay 30, 1979, ot the 94 frginees who attended training 57 were teachers

working directly with handicapped Students. The remaining 37 trainees were either

administrators or supervisory staff and therefore were not personally conducting

a classroom. No addition data after training were gathered on this group. Of

the 57 teachers trained it was pOssible to obtain follow-up data on 40 of them.

Seventeen could not be included because five had left tkeie job, four were fol-

lowed-up by.'another agency, and eight were trained too late in the year to receive

scheduled visits at the time of this report. -

The- model is comprised of ten separate'components (see p'4). At.the time

of the'first follow-up visit (which occurs 8-12 weeks following training) the

6
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first five, components are examine& for.their.presence aRd the quality of iTple-

mentation. At the time of the second follow-up visit (approximately 24-28 weeks

tifter training) the five components,are'reexamined ahd five additionl model

components are examined. .

At the iime of,the first follow-up 83 percent of the first five compOnentv".

were present. Of those present, 72 per-Cent were judge,d to have been.implemented

at establihed criterion levels'. When the second follow-up visit occurred thpse!

five components were reexamined and 92 perCent werp now found to be present 4.011

-87 percept of those meeting crtterLa. Also on the seLond visi;icomponents
were,examined and 51 percent were present and 74 peeeent of those were at 046rial.

Table 2 shows the data for the model cdmponerfts examined at the first and ,10nd

follow-up visjts. ,f

Tabie 2. Percent of model components.pr'esent and r9eetind criteria,
at f011ow-up visits one (8-12 weeks) and two (24-28 week4.)

.

Visit'

- ---- -
COMPONENTS .

1-5- -----------67T----O-

1

Present

83%

92%

Meeting CTiteria Present Meeting Criteria

72% /- --- ---,

87% 51% 749 .

Twenty-five individuals, from.the original, sample of 94,.who attended train-

ing June through August 1978 were sent to training by the Oregon State Mental

'Health Division. (Til"e 25 were chosen as the sampl,e because they would all be

from Oregon and therefore cost efiective to do 6 pretraining visit' on of

them.) They were selected for tratning on the basis of the Mental Health Divi-

sion's,priority criteria of: (I) teachers; (2) rural model aides, (33) classroom-

aides.'NA random sample of 12 of the 25 were chosed to receive a pretraining

visit, At the time of this visit baseline date were gatherall usind.the same staff,

instruments and techniques, used to measure posttrain' performance. data are

, displayed for 11 of the'12 trainees in Table 3. One the trair%es did not

attend trainind due to illness.

The data in Table 3 show the relationship between the trainee's ability to
implement the 10 major eomponents (see page 4),,before they came to Teaching
Research for training, at the time of the first follow-up visit aftef-traibing
and at the.second follow-up. In every case there was an increase in the number
of components the trainees Were able_to implement aftqr training and in all .cases
but one there was even further increases by the second foll.ow-up visit. These

data would seem to indicate that teachers definitely behaved differently after

training and continued to do so for at least 24 to 28 weeks.
f'

C. Improved student performance. 44 model can be consider d- effective unless

after it is taught to others, it produces significant student pliogress. The pro-

gress of students described herein was measured not only in'the Teaching Research

classroom but in other Oregon classrooms fi,r the moderately and severely,handi-

capped.. The instrument used for this' measurement was the Student-Progress Record

(Mental Realth Division, Salem, OregoN 1972)% This instrument measures student

'progress int113 curricular areas: Social Skills, Receptive Language, Expressive
Language, Reading, Writing, Numbers, Money, Time, Eating, Dressing, Personal



Table 3. Comparison of^percent of 11 trainees implementing
. components at pretraining, first follow-up (8-12

weeks) and second-follow-up(24-28 weeks)

.0
70% .

4..

f

1r 66i .
. 1C /

/

. 0 / %.

E . / %. /
-cl / . 1

e / .

,

40% , %

110,- ft

Kl.4, . , t
c ,,

30
%

0 %
LI
1...

%

I

12)

oll- 20%
1

4:

10%

0%

5-*
Model Componens

10

,Components 1-5 are-assessed'at pretraining and visrit 1 apd 2.

Components 6-10 are assessed only at ketraining and visit, 2.

Pretraining

. First Fol1ow.7Up Visit

Secornd

Hygipne, notor Skills, and Physical Fitness. Each student in classes for the
modirately and severely handicapped in the entire state of Oregon is administered
the Student Progress Record in the Fall, during a specified two week period, and
again in-the Spring during a specified two week p6riod. Teachers admini,ster the
test to their students and the results are reported to the,Oregon Mental Health
Division.

To ensure reliability of Teported scores, within two weeks after the teacher's
testing, the Menttl Health Division randomly selects q sample of students and cur-
ricular areas for retesting. Representatives Trom the Division require the retest-
ing of the students in the sample while both the original teacher/tester and Mental
Health Drvision observer score the child's performance. Inter-test and inter-rater
reliability scores consistently exceed .90. During 1975-76 and 1976-77, a total

of 2,702 students'were administered.the ItpLi-oressL_IecordStuder on both pre- and

posttests. Several types'of eviden4 for the content and constrauct,,validity of
the SPR have been collected over a six year period. The SPR. has shown high content
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Validity as judged by curriculum experts' review of individual items--that is--

the scope and sequence of each of the 13 domains of the test have been carefully

based on task analyses and developed to match the curricula used in special edu-

cation classrooms. The SPR exhibits a high degree of construct validity as evi-

denced by consistent student gains observed annually and differences betWeen pro-

grams judged independently to vary in effectiveness. Empirical 'studies have also

shown that the SPR possesses a high degree of factorial validity in that there

are low interscale correlations combined with high 'nternal consistency of each
1

scale,

ft

A random sample of 141 students,,five percents the total population tested

through-1975-76 and 1976-77, was selected from clas oms where teachers had been

trained in the Teaching Research model and who had demonstrated that they were

imprementLng at least five of the model cOmpopents at criterion leVel of perform-

ance. In addition, a random sample of teachefrs not traKed was selected until an

equal sized sample of 141 'tudents was achieved. A comparison of the mean gain

wes (Tabje 4) :achieved by those students across the 13 cvriculan areas on the
SPR indicated that-those'i-n claqsrooms whose teachers had bebn trained demonstrated

gaiiiis significantly higher than the comparison group, t (280) = 3.43, p_<001.
f

Table 4. Number, mean and standard deviation of gain sCOres

of students in TR teacher trained classro mswith:
a random sample of students in other clas rooms

X SD

TR Trained 141- 7.20 5.33

414n-TR .Trained 141 4.92 5.84

4

,

'An examihation of th ages of the two groups indicated no significant differ:

ence. An analysis of theisetest ,scores of the two groups indicated no signifi-

cant differences bptween the two groups, t (280) = .36, R. >.50 (see Table 5)

Table 5. Number, mean and standard deviation of pretest
scores-of students in Tpltrained classrooms
with .students jn other classrooms

SD

TR Trained
(before training)

Non-TR Trained

,-141

141

41.41

40.44

20.73

24.59

An attempt was made to examine the pupil,progress performance (mean gain)

of the students.of both groups of teachers durirte the academic year 1974-75, one

year prior to when the experimental group of teachers were traine'd at TR. Only

four teachers of the TR trained group could be located for the previous year. .

'These four teachers had an enrollment of 36.students for the same time period.

Another 36 students were then randomly selected from the non-TR trained teachers.

The pretest scores (Table 6) of these two groups were compared for 1974=75 and

found to be not significantly different, t (70) = .47, p..50 (Table 6). Gain

'414,

.s

414,:
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scores (Table 7) of the two groups were compared.and also found to be non-signi-

ficant for that year, t (70). = .50, 27.50. An examination of the age differ-

ences between the two groups showed no differences.

Table,6. Number, mean 'and standar'd deviation of retest scores

with teachers prior to any training, 197 -75

SD

TR Trained
(before training)

3-6 46.72 20.16

Non-TR Trained 36 48.88 18.95

Table 7. Number,mean and standard Aviation of gain scores
of teacher's prior to 'any training, 1974-75

'SD .

TR Trained
(before training)

Non-TR Trained

36,

36

6.25

_7.10

6.84

. 7.36

Summary

The evidence for the effectivenesp,,of the Teaching Research Classroom Model .

and inservice training procedures can be summarized, therefore, as follows: Data

are provided which demonstrate that. 94 educators trained in one,academic year

achieved criterion levels,for 98 percent of the,training objectives. When observed

in their own teaching sites the traii'lees demonstrated the ability to implement t-he

model as evidenced by 83 percent of the first five model components being present

at the first follow-up visit. By the time of the secohd visit they were able to

implement,92 percent of the components. Further there.was a continual increase

in the quality of thp implementatjons a% seen by.the increase in the percent of

the:components-meeting crLteria by the second visit:
A

Additional evidence concerning the impact of traiping is' shown by comparing

teacher perfdrmance before training wi.thc the results after training and mainten-,,

ance up to 28 weeks. There is a definite indiCation that.teacher behavior in

relation to the ten model components improves as a result of training ind follow-
.

up visits.

Finally, an examination of the gain scores achieved by students in classrooms

where the teacher was tra,ined in the Teaching Research Mo'del indicated 'signifi-

cantlytgreaten skill gains (.001) than did a similar sample of chil-dren in class-:

moms not-utilizing the model. Similar differ'ences were not evident in the year

prior to training with a sample of the,same teachers. These gains would seem not

only to be statistically significant.but erso educationally significant. The

gains im, student performance are reflective of a particular educational'approach

(Teaching Research) compared .0 a variety of other approaches as represented in

the random sample. The'growth across groups represents the acquisition of obser-'

) vable, measurable new behavior's that are each, Axle step closer to allow'ing the

student to 'function independently.

p.
o

A
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Costs
to

The average annual operating cos-ts per academic year per pupil, including

administrative and overhead costs, range from $3,200 to $4,400 in' classrooms

using the model. Cost figures appearing in Tables 8 and.9 are,actual costs for

one year of operation of the classroom and training botheof which occur at

Teaching Research: In Table 8, it can be seen thai the differences between

initiation and continuation costs for the classroom are a result of increased

need for administrative (technical) assi'stance an0 purchase of materials.

Training costs haveAbeen calculated to include cost for lrainge travel and

per di,em to the Teaching Research site and for. Teaching Research staff to conduct

follow-up (see Table 9). The teacher and aides are Ishown at a 6-month rate

because they are only directly involved in the traPhing every other month.

Table 8. Classroom costs pfr yeae. (12 months) .per student (14)

Initiation ContinuatiOn I

Administration .50 FTE @ 24,080 860 .25 FTE 430

Teacher 1.0 FTE p 18,956 1'154 1,354

Aide 1.0 FTE @ 12,188 942. 942

Aide 1.0 FTE @ 9,002 643 643

Fringe @ 21.3% 809 717'

Supplies 214 71

TOTAL 110'4,822 4,157

Table 9. Trilning.cost per year (12 months) per tnainee (28)

Adminihtration
Trainer
Trainer'

.20 Ft 24,080

.25 FTE.r\@- 1L.t,784

.25 FIP @ 13,552.

172

132

121

Teacher .25 FTE 18,956 (6 mo) 85

Aide .25 FTE @ 13,188 (6 mo) 59

Aide .25 FTE @ 9,002 (6 mo) 40

Secretary .10 FTE @ 7,000 25 -

Fringe Benefits @ 21.3% 135

Supplies and Materials 170

Travel 300

Per Diem $35/day x 5 days (trainee) 175

Per Diem $35/daY x 2 days (T.R. sreff) 70

TOTAL 1,484
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